Valuation-based system (VBS) provides a general framework for representing knowledge and drawing inferences under uncertainty. Recent studies have shown that the semantics of VBS can represent and solve Bayesian decision problems (Shenoy, 1991a). The purpose of this paper is to propose a decision calculus for Dempster-Shafer (D-5) theory in the framework of VBS. The proposed calculus uses a weighting factor whose role is similar to t h e prob ab i list ic interpretation of an ass umption that dis a mbigua t es deci sion problems represented with belief functions (Strat 1990). It will be shown that with the prese n t ed calculus, if the decision problems are represented in the valuation network properly, we can solve the problems by using fusion algorithm (Shenoy 1991a). It will also be shown the presented decision calculus can be reduced to the calculus for Bayesian probability theory when probabili ties, instead of belief functions, are given .
Recently, a new framework for uncertainty representing and reasonin g, called the
Valuation-based System (VBS), has been proposed (Shenoy 1989)991b ). In the framework of VBS, knowledge is represente d by the objects consisting of a set of variables and a set of valuations defined on the subset of variables, and the influence is drawn by using two operators called combination and marginalization. By using these objects and oper ators, VBS can represent uncertain knowledge in different domains including Bayesian probability theory, D-S's theory of belief functions, Zadeh-Dubois Prade's possibility theory, etc .. More recent studies show that the semantics of VBS is also sufficient for representing and solving Bayesia n decision problems (Shenoy 1991a,d) . The graphical representation is called the valuation network, and the method for solving problems is called the fusion algorithm. We call the framework of VBS for Bayesian decision problem the extended framework of VBS. Shenoy (1991d) has also shown that the solution method of VBS is more efficient than that of decision trees and of influence diagrams. (Shafer 1976 , Smets 1988 aims to model a decision maker's subjective valuation of evidence. Some methods have been suggested for decision analysis using belief functions. In this paper, we will develop a decision calculus for the belief functions in the extended framework of VBS. To this end, we will use a weighting factor in a way similar to the prob abilisti c interpretatio n of a n a ssumption t hat disambiguates decision problems represented with belief functions (Strat 1990 ). We will show that with the proposed calculus, the fusion algori thm can be used for solving VBS when the problems are represented properly. We will also show that the proposed decision calculus is a kind of generalization of the calculus for Bayesian Decision problems.
D-S theory
The remainder of the paper is as follows: In section 1 , we will describe the extended framework of VBS abstracted from the framework of VBS for Bayesian decision problems. In section 2, we will first present the decision calculus for belief functions, then give an example to show how the decision problems can be represented in the valuation network using belief functions and how the calculus benefits the fusion algorithm for solving problems through an example. Finally, in section 3, we will present our conclusions.
VALUATION-BASED SYSTEM FOR DEOSION PROBLEMS
VBS (Shenoy 199lb ) is a general framework for uncertainty representation and reasoning. Recent studies show that VBS can also be used for representing and solving Bayesian decision problems (Shenoy 1991a; . In this section, we will describe the extended framework abstracted from the framework of VBS for Bayesian decision problems. In the following description, we still use the same terminology as that in VBS for Bayesian decision problems, but potentials, combination and marginalization are defined in an abstract way instead of in Bayesian probability theory.
VBS REPRESENTATION
A VBS representation for a decision problem is denoted by a 6-tuple 6=(�o, �R, ( 'W xl xe�.
{n: 1 , ... ,1t m }, {p l , ... ,p n }, --)}, representing decision variables, random variables, frames, utiJity valuations, potentials, and precedence constraints, respectively. The VBS representation of a canonical decision problem Fig. 1 Formally, suppose D�h, \l is a valuation for h, we use 'Po: '\lth-(DJ_.CUI'o to denote solution for D.
SOLVING VBS
In order to use VBS solution method, the VBS representation of a decision problem needs to be well-defined. Formally, the VBS representation 
. ® Pn·
If the VBS representation of a decision problem .1 is well-defined, then it can be reduced to an equivalent canonical problem a c (Shenoy 1991d ).
The main objective in solving a decision problem is computing an optimal strategy. Given a well defined VBS representation a= { X o, X R , The solution method for decision problems is called the fusion algorit hm (Shenoy 1991a 
POTENTIALS
In the case of D-S theory, potentials are defined as belief functions or basic probability assignments.
Basic Probability Assignment A ba sic probability assignment (bpa) m for h, is a function which assigns a value in [0, 1] to every subset a of "Uf h and satisfies the following axioms: We first review the concepts of pro j ection, extension and ballooning extension before defining combination and marginalization.
Projection and Extension
Projection of configurations simply means dropping the extra coordinates. If g and h are sets of variables, h�g, and xis a configuration of g t then let xl h denote the pro j ection of x to cur h. x+ h is a configuration of h. If h;::; ; 0, then, x .L. h = •. If 9 is a non-empty subset of cur 2, then the projection of 9 to h, denoted by 9 J.. n , is obtained by 9 J.. h =(xlh I xe9}.
If fl. is a subset of cur h , then the extension of h to g 1 denoted by n t g , iS fl.�< cur g -h (called the cylinder set extension of h into g). 
Ballooning extension

L(x, a).
If p is a probability for h, then it can be represented as the set of (a, IJ.{a)), where for each (a, IJ.(a)), a is a singleton set, and IJ.(x, a)= p(x).
Combination Suppose h and g are subsets of%, gnh;t:0. Let tl i , a valuation for g, be represented as a set of (a IJ.( a)), tlj, a valuation for h, be represented as a set of (b lJ, (b) 
If neither of u i and Uj are belief functions, then tl i ®u j is obtained b y :
Otherwise, u i ®u l · is obtained by:
From the definition above, we have the following properties :
(1) If both u i and til · are belief functions, then u i ®u· is also a bel ef function. (4) The combination is commutative;
(5) The combination for belief functions is associative, so is that for utility valuations.
(6) The combination for a mixture of belief functions and utility valuations is not associative.
In case (6), we defined combination such that the utility valuations are combined before the belief functions. Formally, suppose 1t 1 , ... , 1t m are utility valuations and bell, ... , bel n are belief functions. Then (® {7tl, ... , 1t m , belt, ... , bel n l)
For the definition of marginalization, we need to use a weighting factor A, which is real number in [0, 1] . The role of A in m arginalization is similar to the probabilistic interpretation of an assumption that disambiguates decision problems represented with belief functions (Strat 1990) .
Marginalization Suppose h is a subset of � containing variable X, and u is a valuation for h, represented as a set of (a, IJ. The deletion sequence respect to the precedence constraint. The inequality of (2.7) is because there are two random variables R1 and R 2 in the deletion sequence such that X1 >R 1 >X 2 and X1>R 2 >X 2 . In order to avoid the inequality of ( 2 .7), the precedence relation need an additional constraint:
(p5): For any two random variables Rt and R 2 , there exists at least a decision variable D such that R1>D>R2 or Rz>D > R t of there exist decision variables in the valuation network.
(pS) is consistent to the role of A.. Similar to the probabilistic in t e rpretati on for making assumption in (Strat 1990) , A. can be used only before the action must be chosen for a decision variable, i.e., only one random variable is allowed to be deleted before each decision variable as A is used once each time when a random variable is deleted.
If there are no decision variables and utility valuations in VBS, combination is then reduced to Dem p ster's rule of co mbin ation, and marginalization ( 2 .6) is then reduced to the following:
Thus, the VBS is reduced to an evidential system for propagating belief functions.
SOLVING VBS
Solving Bayesian decision problems in VBS is based on the criterion of maximizing expected payoff. The presented calculus is essenti ally based on the generalization for expectation operation for belief functions proposed by Strat (1990) . Let us look at the solution for the canonical decision problem. As shown in Fig. 1 , llc = ( {D }, {R), {cut o, W' R }, {7t}, {p}, -+}where p is a conditional potential(belief function) for R given { D} . Let x®p be represented as (a, Jl(a)). Based on the generalization for expectation operation for belief functions, the expected utility interval is computed by:
But an interval of expected values is not very satisfactory when we have to make a decision.
Thus, additional assumptions need to be made to compute a unique expected utility. To this end, a weighting factor A to resolve the ambiguity is needed, and expected value (associated with an If p in llc is defined as a conditional potential for probability (Shenoy 1991a) , the computation of expected utility interval is reduced to the computation of unique expected utility, and the operators of combination and marginalization are reduced to those for Bayesian probability theory.
Formally, we have the following theorem for solving VBS in the case belief functions:
... , 1t m l, {pl, ... , P n L -+} is a well-de fined VBS representation (including (p5) for precedence relation), and satisfies the assumption 1. Using the decision calculus defined above, we can also use fusion algorithm to solve such VBS. See (Xu 1992 ) for proofs.
EXAMPLE:
The oil wildcatter's problem (Strat 1990) An oil wildcatter must decide either to drill (d)
of not to drill (-d The VBS representation of the problem according to the information above is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The valuation network consists of two decision variables D with frame {d, -d) and T with frame (t, -t), two random variables R (test results ) with frame (re, ye, gr, nr}, where nr(no result ) represents the state when no test is taken, and 0 (the state of the oil ) with frame {dr, we, so). We also have the precedence relation: T�R, R�D , o �o. S, the expected value is $27.500. An optimal strategy can be constructed from the information in '�' T and 'P o (Shenoy, 1991a,d) . From 'Pr, it can be seen that the wildcatter should do the test. And from 'Po, it can be seen that if the test result is red, then optimal decision is not to drill; If the result is yellow or green, then optimal decision is to drill. The expected payoff value and strategy change according to the value of A..
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented and discussed a decision calculus for D-S theory in the extend ed framework of VBS. The presented calculus can be regarded as a generalization of the calculus for the Bayesian probability theory. If there are no random variables in the problem, which is thus an optimization problem, the solution technique reduces to dynamic programming (Shenoy, 1991c,d) ; If there are no decision variables, then our objective may become to find the marginal of some variables and the solution technique reduces to the one for belief function propagation in an evidential system. The presented calculus has some limitations because only the conditional potentials are allowed in the representation. For the case of probability theory, VBS representation can directly represent arbitrary probability, and the division operation is introduced to the solution method for such a case. Extension to this case for D-S theory remains a topic for future research.
We have also shown that the presented calculus needs a weighting factor for marginalization.
This idea is similar to Strat's method for making the additional assumption when sufficient information is not available for making the decision. Although this calculus may not be the best one for decision making, as Strat commented on his method, our interest in this paper is to develop a decision calculus for D-5 theory which can benefit the ad vantages of the VBS representation and solution method for the decision problems, especially of the fu sion algorithm which can reduce the complexity of computation. 
